Circadian thermoregulation in suckling rabbit pups.
The rabbit pup is well suited to track the age-dependent development of periodic thermoregulation during the suckling period. Since the litters are regularly nursed once per day for a total of 3 to 4 min, an exogenous, metabolic, nonphotic periodic variable is supposed to have an impact on the 24-h rhythm of body temperature. The authors monitored the course of core body temperature during the suckling period of 20 pups by means of a transmitter implanted intraperitoneally on day 3 postpartum. The 24-h mean rose from an average of 37.8+/-0.3 degrees C on day 4 of life to 39.5+/-0.2 degrees C at weaning on day 27, for 2 out of 20 pups, and day 28, for 18 out of 20 pups. In constant dim illumination, the pups exhibited a 24-h rhythm even on postnatal day 4, which consolidated around days 5 to 7. The rhythm consisted of a significant anticipatory rise of 0.4 to 0.6 degrees C above the respective 24-h mean commencing 2.5 to 3.5 h prior to nursing. Milk intake was followed by a further increase of temperature for an additional 0.3 to 0.6 degrees C. Then the temperature dropped for 1.2 to 1.5 degrees C within 1 to 3 h and returned to average 3 to 5 h later. During a 48-h fast, the rhythm continued to exist, though in a modified shape: the anticipatory component persisted almost unchanged; a further elevation of temperature, however, did not occur. Thus, the anticipatory component apparently is generated endogenously and the second surge represents an exogenous suckling-induced, thermogenic peak. When maternal nursing was advanced for 15 min/day for a total of 5 h, the temperature rhythm of the pups followed the shift of the zeitgeber in parallel. These data confirm the assumption that a circadian rhythm exists during the first postnatal days of the rabbit and that this rhythm is entrained by the 24-h nursing rhythm. The authors suggest that the biological significance of a feeding entrainable oscillator (FEO) in the rabbit might be to activate the pups prior to the periodic nursing visit of the rabbit doe. Thus, the pups are prepared to quantitatively use the one and only short nursing episode per day for maximal milk ingestion.